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Abstract:
In the process of designing sewer and stormwater systems, there are numerous
repetitive tasks that require not only substantial time for their execution but also
they are very much dependent on judgment and experience of the design
engineer. Such examples are catchment delineation, identification of runoff
coefficients and definition of dry and wet weather flow parameters. Dealing with
such aspects in real-life projects can sometimes be very time consuming and
consequently the time left for the design work may be limited. The present paper
provides contribution in this direction by evaluating the possibility for using highresolution satellite imagery data from Google Maps in an automated fashion. The
paper describes an automated method which is based on fuzzy set classification
and it demonstrates how it can be used to extract the runoff coefficients from
satellite images. A Graphical user interface was using Delphi code environment.
The code was tested on a case study in the city of Birmingham (UK) and the
results are promising.
Keywords: Google Maps, Fuzzy Classification, Runoff Extractor, Urban Drainage.

1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of freely available information offered on Internet creates vast
opportunities for various purposes. For example, in the area of water management.
the service provided by Google Maps API (Application Programming Interface),
offers convenient opportunities for undertaking design of urban drainage systems.
Such examples are extraction and calculation of the runoff coefficients. In the work
of Bernabé and Plaza (2010), it was demonstrated how Google maps can be used
to perform classification of satellite images. For extracting such information, the
downloaded images must be classified and due to the imprecise nature of pixels in
high resolution imagery, where boundaries sometimes are not clearly defined and
classes are mixed, the use of fuzzy algorithms can prove beneficial (see for
example, Nedeljkovic 2004).
Fuzzy classification methods have the advantage of assigning gradual membership
value to each pixel or element, and referring to it a degree of belonging. An Fuzzy
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classification methods have the advantage of assigning gradual membership value
to each pixel or element, and referring to it a degree of belonging. An element of a
fuzzy set can be full member (100% membership degree) or a partial member
(between 0% and 100% membership degree). That is, the membership value
assigned to an element is no longer restricted to just two values, but can be 0, 1 or
any value in-between (Sánchez et al. 2010).
The mathematical function which defines the degree of an element's membership
in a fuzzy set is called membership function. The natural description of problems, in
linguistic terms, rather than in terms of relationships between precise numerical
values is the major advantage of the fuzzy logic theory . (Lizarazo and Barros
2010).
Having the possibility to define a degree of membership for each one of the pixels
of a satellite image, and combining it with different values of runoff coefficient for
each land cover, gives an extra possibility to define a more realistic value of this
coefficient, and this is the aim of the present work. The fuzzy logic technique has
been applied for classification purposes to obtain hydrological parameters (i.e.,
runoff coefficient and the percentage of pervious and impervious surfaces) that can
be used in modeling of urban drainage systems.

2. METHODOLOGY
As a case study, this research was applied in the city of Birmingham were data of
about 2498 subcatchments were available and calibrated in order to compare the
efficiency of the tool. To acquire satellite images from Google maps, an application
was developed to download the images from this specific API1. The application
was written in Embarcadero Delphi 2011 allowing the user to select graphically
areas of interest. Moreover, the user can choose the desired zoom level for the
images (from 1 to 20) if information is available in the selected area (Figure 1).
In addition, this application named RunoffExtractor ver B1.0, let the user generate
a mosaic with the downloaded images. The mosaic is georeferenced using WSG84
Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere) projection.
The application is able to classify land coverage by employing fuzzy classification.
Based on that, it is possible to calculate the manning overland flow (Runoff
coefficient) and the percentage of pervious and impervious land cover. These
acquired data, can be used to feed the hydraulic model EPA SWMM.

Figure 1. GUI of the Runoff Extractor v1.0
1

http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/staticmaps/index.html
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Once the images were downloaded, training areas over the image according to the
predefined land cover classes were created (see Table 1). For each land cover, 10
training areas were selected, with the exception of the class Houses were 20
training areas were used.
For this research, it was selected a zoom 18 of resolution. However, it has to be
mentioned that initially we tested the images at a resolution of zoom 19; with this
resolution, we obtained 71496 images. This process was carried out using a laptop
with the following specifications: Intel core i7, Windows 7, Home Premium (64-bit),
and 8 Gb RAM.
The process of manipulating the images caused a crash of the computer after 5
hours of processing, reason why we needed to change the desired resolution to
zoom 18. When this resolution was used, the total number of images was 20412;
the results obtained by using this resolution, seemed to be enough for the purpose
of finding the runoff coefficient and the percentage of impervious areas.
Table 1. Selected Land cover
for the Fuzzy Classification
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Land Cover
Houses
Roads
Trees
Grass
Bare Soil
Water
Shadows

The training areas were used to recognize the
spectral behavior of each land cover. This, was
done in each one of the three available bands of
the Google images (R-G-B) in real color
composition. By using the pattern of the spectral
signature, the mean and the standard deviation
for each land cover class in every band of the
image, the membership functions were created.
These membership functions were created in
order to perform the fuzzy logic classification of
the images. In Figure 2, it is presented the
membership function obtained for the red band.

These membership functions were incorporated into the developed tool. With the
input of the full image, each cell per band will be fuzzy classified for all the land
cover of interest.
At this point, we realized that with the use of only R-G-B bands, it is impossible to
separate the shadows as an individual class. This was due to fact that the spectral
signature of shadows was completely covered by the spectral signature of the
trees.
1
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Figure 2. Membership functions for Red band.
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To classify the image, this must be separated in the three bands, and each class
must be evaluated in their respective membership function. The output is one
Raster file per band and per land cover. As a result, three Rasters for each land
cover are created, with values between zero and one according to the membership
function. Hence, these Raster files are combined as an average to produce one
raster per land cover for a total of six Raster files, one per each land cover class.
In order to estimate the information needed to run the Hydraulic model in EPASWMM, it is necessary to post process the six Raster files. This is done to find the
Manning’s n – Overland Flow (Understood as the runoff coefficient), and the
percentage of Impervious area for each subcatchment in the model (incorporated
in the tool)..
Table 2. Manning’s n – Overland Flow
ID
Land Cover
n
1
Houses
0.011
2
Roads
0.013
3
Trees
0.6
4
Grass
0.24
5
Bare Soil
0.13
6
Water
0
2
7
Shadows
N/A

The
impervious
surface
was
calculated as the sum of the Roads
and the Houses file Rasters, and the
pervious surface is considered to be
one minus the impervious one. The
overland
coefficient
(n)
was
calculated
using
the
values
presented in Table 2 according to
Rossman et al. (2000).

The overland flow coefficients for the pervious surfaces were calculated using
equation 1, and for impervious surfaces according to equation number 2, this
calculation is done in a pixel based method.
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Where FV_ : stands for Fuzzy logic value of each pixel in each land cover and, n
values are listed in Table 2.
The output from this operation are four Rasters; one for the Impervious Surfaces,
one for the Pervious surfaces, one for the n-Impervious and the last one for the npervious. These Rasters were processed in ArcGIS in order to assign the output
values to each one of the 2498 subcatchment of the hydraulic model.
In addition to the Fuzzy classification, we performed a well known classification
method available in any commercial GIS and/or Remote sensing software, the so
called Maximum Likelihood, this in order to compare the effectiveness of our
classification.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3, shows an example of a small region of the entire image with the results of
the fuzzy classification.

2

N/A: Not Applicable.
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Figure 3. Raster Images derived from the Fuzzy Classification
From Figure 3, it is noticeable that the proposed fuzzy classification performed well
to identify the different land cover used in this research. Despite the overlapping of
classes, such as Trees with Grass and Houses with Roads, the overall
performance of the classification was satisfactory. The latter, related with the
extraction of hydrological parameters to be used in EPA-SWMM, according with
the quantitative analysis presented in tables 3 and 4.
The previous statement can be explained with the high resolution used for the
analysis, because what is misinterpreted in some part of the images are corrected
in the overall fuzzy classification of the image.
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In addition to the analysis, some statistical comparisons are presented in Table 3
and Table 4.
In Table 3 we compare the values obtained using the Fuzzy classification and the
maximum likelihood classification against the values in the EPA-SWMM hydraulic
model, previously calibrated for the city of Birmingham in UK.
Table 3. Root Mean Squared Error, For the classification methods against the
calibrated values in EPA-SMWW.
Classification
Method

Pervious
Surfaces

RMSE
Impervious
nSurfaces
pervious

n-impervious

Fuzzy Classification

0.32333

0.17588

0.06981

0.00033

Maximum Likelihood

0.58573

0.28657

0.21831

0.00212

Analyzing the RMSE reported in Table 3, the proposed method of Fuzzy
Classification performed much better than the traditional method of maximum
likelihood, for all four raster under analysis.
In addition, to the analysis of performance of the two classification methods
employed, in Table 4 are presented the average, maximum and minimum values
for each method
Table 4. Average, maximum and minimum values for Impervious Surfaces,
Pervious Surfaces, n-Impervious and n-Pervious.
Method
EPA-SWMM
Fuzzy
Classification
Maximum
Likelihood
Method
EPA-SWMM
Fuzzy
Classification
Maximum
Likelihood

Impervious Surfaces

Pervious Surfaces

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Minimum

0.244

0.962

0.000

0.559

1.000

0.000

0.113

0.511

0.002

0.591

1.906

0.000

0.308

0.948

0.000

0.469

0.963

0.000

n - Impervious

n - Pervious

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Minimum

0.002

0.006

0.000

0.369

0.649

0.000

0.002

0.006

0.000

0.396

0.507

0.000

0.004

0.011

0.000

0.192

0.475

0.000

Once again Table 4 confirms the better performance of Fuzzy Classification in
order to find the Pervious and impervious parameters needed in EPA-SWMM, in
comparison with the maximum Likelihood method.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper demonstrated the feasibility of using Fuzzy classification methods for
processing satellite images obtained from Google maps. The work concerned
identification of hydrological parameters (i.e., runoff coefficients and percentage of
Impervious surfaces) which are typically needed for setting up urban drainage
models.
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From the spectral analysis of the three available bands (R-G-B) it was observed
that the separation of shadows created by urban features (i.e., buildings, trees,
etc.) as an individual land cover is very difficult if not impossible task. The spectral
signature of shadows was completely covered by the spectral signature of the
trees.
In addition, the class which represents water imposed a similar problem in the
classification as it was mixed with the spectral distribution of the class trees in
some areas of the image. Further to that, it can be concluded that a better
understanding of such class must be gained in order to improve the final results.
The results of the proposed approach show a better performance when compared
to the performance of the maximum likelihood classification method. This
comparison was made in relation to the parameters of a calibrated EPA-SWMM
model for the city of Birmingham, UK. These findings suggest a good potential of a
method based on fuzzy classification that can be applied for automatic derivation of
model input parameters.
The fuzzy classification presented in this research was generated and tested on
the city of Birmingham (UK) and our future work would aim to test its performance
on other case studies. Future tests will include different urban areas and they will
attempt to evaluate robustness of the present method. In addition, further analysis
will be performed at different zoom levels and for different sensitivity analysis.
The outputs of the present work aim to develop a tool that can help planners and
decision makers for their strategic planning purposes.
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